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Bauporte is a supplier of extreme
high-quality, custom-made design
entrances. Bauporte designs grand
entrances for clients in Europe
and beyond. Our products include
manual and automatic revolving
doors, tall revolving doors, automatic sliding doors, automatic
curved sliding doors, automatic
swing doors, inclined automatic
doors, fire resistant doors, security
doors, entrance screens, and all
forms of glazing.

Introduction

Introduction

There is only one chance to make
a good first impression and this is
precisely why Bauporte designs,
manufactures, installs and maintains impressive entrances for her
clients.

Bauporte’s History
Nothing is more elegant than an attractive entrance

Enhance your Grandeur with Bauporte
Increasingly sophisticated end-users demanded higher quality and innovation standards for their
buildings, seeking unique, customized aesthetic and functional solutions for their entrances. Bauporte
understood and relished this challenge and, shortly after its inception, the company was able to deliver
outstanding services and products to Europe and beyond.

Bauporte’s History

Bauporte was founded in 1992 and in 1999 took over Grothkarst, a
German company that had been developing and constructing highquality doors since 1908. Bauporte was born when Karel E. Bouman,
its current owner and director, who has a wealth of experience in the
door and entrance industry, correctly spotted a gap in the market for
bespoke doors.

Bauporte’s
Philosophy
Nothing is more elegant than an attractive entrance

Expertise and Innovation
The company continues to expand its activities while constantly investing in expertise and innovation,
providing astonishing new designs, including extremely tall, full-glass revolving doors, security doors,
custom-made automatic sliding and swing doors with in-ground drive units.
Bauporte now occupies a unique position in the global entrance market and, no matter the type of
entrance, Bauporte has the solution, or will develop one to suit. Bauporte’s passion and perseverance
enables it to rise above the competition and to overcome even the most obstinate entrance problems.
Bauporte may be a relatively small company, but it certainly sets the standard that others try to follow.

Bauporte’s Philosophy

Bauporte does not view entrance doors as just
doors but sees them as splendidly designed
entrances, constructed to the highest specifications and produced from ultra-modern
materials. Companies across the world are
immensely satisfied with Bauporte’s products
and services - and we are confident that you
will feel the same.

Three little, well-known words:
“Yes we can”...
They express the difference that Bauporte brings to a global market that typically offers “more of the
same”. This starts with the staff. Their belief in their own abilities is crucial in this respect, together with
the will to work hard for a collective purpose: to incorporate the greatest possible customer satisfaction
into the design and function of entrances.
The difference is also evident in Bauporte’s clients, who are discerning and actively seek out high-quality,
custom-made entrances. Our clients are enterprising individuals or organisations that wish to stand out
from the crowd by creating something special and who are not willing to accept second best.

Bauporte’s Philosophy

Bauporte is based on the principle “where there’s a will, there’s a way”. Creating designs, setting goals,
adopting a hands-on approach and displaying determination, all these qualities are central to the beliefs
of our clients, staff and organisation. These are our basic principles; essentially our whole philosophy is
embodied in these three small words.

Each door is completely custommade from the best materials and
meets the highest standards. We are
constantly breaking new ground by
applying larger dimensions in glass
and/or using new material compositions and functions. Our doors are
manually operated, service-assisted,
fully automatic or work with an
access control system. The same
applies to options such as night
shutter doors and emergency
escapes: everything is assembled
and functions the way you want!
Design Beyond the Purely
Functional
Their stainless steel base construction gives Bauporte Revolving Doors
an extremely solid base and an
extremely long lifespan. Bauporte’s
bespoke outlook on design ensures
that our solutions are always individual. Our designers work with
clients and architects to create a
unique solution that matches and
even goes beyond the needs of a
building.

Revolving Doors

Revolving Doors

Bauporte specializes in highquality revolving doors. Every door
is custom-made from the very best
materials. Extreme heights and
diameters are no problem.

Circular and Royal Prestige
Energy efficient two-, three-, or four-wing high-capacity revolving doors that
can be customized to suit any design or function.

THE BAUPORTE VISION

Energy efficient Revolving Doors that can be Customised
to Suit any Design

Some options:
• Manual or automatic operated collapsible door wings for emergency exit.
• Hot air curtain
• Glass roof in canopy
• LED lighting
• Matting
• Waterdrainage system
• Ethernet network interface

Revolving Doors

Prestige revolving doors have a more conventional construction, with either glazed or solid curved drum
walls and a solid canopy. They were designed to give access to large volumes of people and meet burglary
resistance class RC2 or RC3 according to EN 1627 and PAS 24. Automatic versions are equipped with
advanced protective devices such as safety sensors to secure safe use of the revolving door.

Circular and Royal Full Vision
THE BAUPORTE VISION

All-glass, bespoke Revolving Doors for an Impressive
Entrance with timeless Design
Latest developments, such as the special, almost invisible NSWA or NSWM night security wall, shows
that we meet burglary resistance class RC2 or RC3 according to EN 1627 and PAS 24, and also provide
excellent airtight closure. For automatic versions the drives can be placed either in a motor pit in the floor
or attached to the ceiling in the basement below.
Some options:
• A special patented in-ground hot air curtain solution installed in the floor along the curved drum walls
guarantees a comfortable draft-free entrance.
• Collapsible door wings for emergency exit purposes.
• LED lighting
• Matting
• Waterdrainage system
• Ethernet network interface

Revolving Doors

These all-glass two-, three- or four-wing revolving doors with a minimum of frames
have been developed to create stable, uniquely special entrances. The glass we use
comes from the best manufacturers. They provide transparency and crystal clear vision
and fit in with modern eye-catching glass facades. Sustainable and 100% recyclable.

Tall Revolving Doors
THE BAUPORTE VISION

Stately, unique, Tall Revolving Doors
Bauporte is able to supply doors with extreme dimensions,
heights and diameters and with custom-made details. The
highest revolving door produced so far has a height of
9,5 meter, with automatic collapsible doorleaves. The aesthetic
design and function are determine in full consultation with the
architect and/or client. With Bauporte, many architects have
broken the trend and created eye-catching entrances. With tall
doors, Bauporte always spins it the right way!
Some options:
• Manual or automatic operated collapsible door wings for
emergency exit.
• A special patented in-ground hot air curtain solution installed in the floor along the curved drum walls guarantees a
comfortable draft-free entrance.
• Manual or automatic night shutter doors.
• LED lighting
• Matting
• Waterdrainage system
• Ethernet network interface

Revolving Doors

Stately and unique, tall revolving doors, specially developed
by Bauporte. These doors fit buildings that are designed
almost exclusively by world-famous architects.

THE BAUPORTE VISION

Circular and Royal Nostalgia
Characteristic two-, three- or four-wing revolving doors. Revolving doors made
of wood, brass, copper or bronze elements, giving the entrance an original and
nostalgic performance and feeling.

Classical Antique-style Revolving Doors with Metal or
Wooden finishing
Bauporte can produce exact replicas of revolving doors with the advantages of modern technology,
automation and safety.

Revolving Doors

Some features:
• Decorative copper coating
• Facet cut glass

Boundary Breaking!
Recently, we raised the bar even
higher with a parabolic telescopic
sliding door, developed for a large
shopping mall in Hong Kong. The
dimensions are 12,8 meter wide and
6,5 meter high. The structure can
withstand wind force 20 on the Beaufort scale (which so far has never even
occurred, but this wind resistance is
required for safety reasons).

Automatic Doors

Automatic Doors

Special stainless steel automatic doors
give entrance halls real grandeur.
Bauporte’s custom-made entrance
doors are available in extreme heights
up to 6,5 meter and widths up to
12,8 meter. Remarkable custom-made
designs, including the Elegance,
Full Vision, Eliminate and Tall versions.
Bauporte creates sliding doors, curved
sliding doors, pivot doors and swing
doors. Our automatic doors are fitted
with the latest security systems to
meet EN 16005 and can be driven by
mechanisms above the doors or
sophisticated in-ground (off set) operators to realize aesthetical solutions.
Bauporte can supply automatic doors
that meet burglary resistance class
RC2 or 3 according to EN 1627 and/
or fire resistance classifications E, EI
and EW. High quality with a drive
for optimum ease of use without
technical difficulties is what Bauporte
stands for.

Straight Sliding Doors &
Curved Sliding Doors
THE BAUPORTE VISION

Straight Sliding Doors
Straight Sliding doors with operators installed in the ceiling above the door or incorporated in the floor
below the door. Bauporte specializes in large dimensions in the following versions:
• Single-winged
• Double-winged
• Telescopic

Elegance or Full Vision design door wings are cladded with stainless steel, aluminium, copper or brass.
Eliminate is an all-glass transparent design. Tall designs have extreme dimensions.
Bauporte developed an automatic mechanism for door wings with a weight of up to 3,000 kg.

Curved sliding doors with operators installed in the ceiling above the door or incorporated into the floor
below the door. Bauporte specializes in large dimensions in the following versions:
• Single curved wing
• Double curved wings
• Telescopic curved wings
• Parabolic curved wings
• Combination of straight and curved wings

Automatic Doors

Curved Sliding Doors

Swing Doors
Automatic Swing doors provide simple convenient entrances with drive units installed
on the header, in-ground or even attached to the ceiling of the basement below.

THE BAUPORTE VISION

Automatic Swing Doors for easy Access
Bauporte specializes in large dimensions. Automatic swing doors come in the following versions:
• Single and double wing hinged
• Single and double wing pivoted

Automatic Doors

Elegance or Full Vision design door wings are cladded with stainless steel, aluminium, copper or brass.
Eliminate is an all-glass transparent design. Tall designs have extreme dimensions.

Balance/Pivot Doors
Automatic balance doors, also known as pivoting doors, provide simple convenient access; with drive units mounted on the
header, in-ground or even attached to the ceiling of the basement below. The balance door principle is ideally suited for wide
entrances where severe or uneven wind loads are experienced.

THE BAUPORTE VISION

Automatic Pivot Doors, ideal for Windy Conditions
Bauporte specializes in large dimensions. Automatic balance doors come in the following versions:
• Wings with pivot hinge in the middle
• Wings with pivot hinge at the side

Automatic Doors

Elegance or Full Vision design door wings are cladded with stainless steel, aluminium, copper or brass.
Eliminate is an all-glass transparent design. Tall designs have extreme dimensions.

Security Doors
THE BAUPORTE VISION

PiroSign® and SeqSign® Doors
Bauporte specializes in custom-made PiroSign® fire resistant
doors that meet classifications E, EI and EW and comply with
EN 1634, EN 13501, EN 15269 and SeqSign® high-security
doors that meet burglary resistance standards PAS 24, RC2,
3 or 4 and comply with EN 1627, bulletproof doors that meet
bullet resistance class FB1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7 according to EN
1522; blast resistant doors that meet EXR 1, 2 or 3 according
to EN 13123-2, if so desired tested and certified to meet the
highest secure standards. The custom-made PiroSign® and
SeqSign® safety-by-design doors provide safety according to
your requirements.

• PiroSign® Revolving Doors
• PiroSign® Automatic Doors
• SeqSign® Revolving Doors
• SeqSign® Automatic Doors

Security doors with extremely high protection and performance levels protect people and safeguard buildings against
penetration and violence. Datacentres, government buildings,
law courts, tribunals the Interagency Security Committee,
building regulations (e.g. the approved Document Q in the
UK), and regulations to prevent acts of violence require secure
band safe armoured buildings. Bauporte works together with
the best suppliers in safety glass and armour materials.

Security Doors

Safety by design

Services & Maintenance
Bauporte products meet the highest possible quality standards. Our designers and engineers provide
support to the clients and architects to achieve the desired design entrance hall solution. Bauporte
has an excellent maintenance and 24/7 call out service to prevent breakdowns. For all types of doors,
we have both standard and customized service contracts. Retrofit and upgrade packages are available
to meet new sustainability and security standards or safety regulations. Our outstanding service
guarantees a long lifespan and an excellent Total Cost of Ownership (TCO).
Our services:

• Architect design service/Specifications/ BIM
• Maintenance
• 24/7 Call Out
		• Retrofitting
• Cleaning

